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Story

In the lands of Lorhaven, the Gods chose you to carry out the hardest and dangerous task, you must collect the 12 Runes of
Power to restore 5d3b920ae0

Title: Expect The Unexpected
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
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GoldenGod Games
Publisher:
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English

expect the unexpected defensive tactics. expect the unexpected tagline. expect the unexpected jason crabb lyrics. expect the
unexpected in japanese. expect the unexpected building businesses in a changing world. tim hawkins expect the unexpected.
expect the unexpected roald dahl. expect the unexpected control denied. expect the unexpected bible. expect the unexpected
safety topic. expect the unexpected.. expect the unexpected jw.org. expect the unexpected steam. expect the unexpected logo.
expect the unexpected ne demek. expect the unexpected second edition. expect the unexpected because life is full of surprises.
expect the unexpected speech. expect the unexpected russian tv series. expect the unexpected pictures. expect the unexpected in
chinese. expect the unexpected jason crabb. expect the unexpected in tagalog. expect the unexpected 9gag

I was so surprised. This would be a poor investment for an Early Access game. No tutorial, which is fine if there were at least
tool tips. Gameplay is bland, unbalanced, and poorly explained (How in the world does one charge?). Poor dialogue, lots of
errors, etc. The issues compound, wait for .99 sale in a few years.. Not worth $10. This could be an online Flash game for its
quality and depth. Combat is simplistic yet slow and traveling is more tedious than exciting.. I don't review a ton of games but
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this one deserves it. Game is repetitive and boring. Combat is meh, AI (when you get a hired hand) is bad. I thought it had some
potential but in the end it was 2 hours of my life I couldn't get back.. Changed this from a slightly negative review to a semi
positive one. THE TUTORIAL SUCKS. Once you actually start playing it it's ok. But honestly I had no Idea what I was doing
the first time I played. Give it a shot.. Difficult yes, looks simplistic yet more fun than most games, the randomness really gives
a unexpected moment, where everything is going well, then suddenly a crazy thing happens and chances your current game. I am
really enjoying the game, I recommend it.. Buy it! Its great!. Dont review much, I had to review this one. This have many
elements of FTL, its like the ftl but with swords and arrows. The replay-value is great, got 5 diferent characters to choose with
specific gameplay very cool we don't have to play the same way. Overall get it you won't regre it.. Random encounts galore
Simplistic, refreshing and challenging What is there not to love? 5 Stars. This game need a lot of work, but it is a promising
game, at the momment the best any one can do is try to head into town without dying a horrible death on your very first step.The
death mini game is pretty pointless as i see no way to even guess the right answer to the riddle in time.Many events await you,
and most of them will be negative ones but the combat is nice, and it does seem like they plan to make the game more
balanced.The story is pretty weak from what i saw as i spawned, you are just thrown into it, go and get the 12 runes blablabla
and that is all the information you get as you set out to find the runes.The skills in this game is also nothing special, only a
couple of them seems to be good to have.I would not recommend this game but once they have patched the game with their
balance fixes it will atleast become more playable for those interested in playing.. Not worth $10. This could be an online Flash
game for its quality and depth. Combat is simplistic yet slow and traveling is more tedious than exciting.
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